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Introduction
In the present globalized world, investments play 
a key role. But the international fi nancial crisis 
has affected both the course of these fl ows and 
their intensity. Investors have reconsidered their 
positions and strategies on the market. There 
are more options for investors to place their 
money and to develop. Out of these options, an 
important part of the investment fl ows happens 
through mergers and acquisitions. This is 
not necessarily linked to the number of such 
processes taking place, but it is more related 
to the sums of money that are transacted in 
merger and acquisition operations.

As Ferreira et al [10] point out, this type of 
operations has become an important instrument 
for activity internationalization. This aspect was 
emphasized in the fi eld’s literature from the 
beginning of this millennium. Consequently, 
different cultural, economic, social and legal 
environments meet. This is a very important 
feature of the mergers and acquisitions that, 
incorrectly treated, could lead to the failure of 
such an operation.

But mergers and acquisitions also take 
place at a domestic level. Regardless of the 
geographical space in which they occur, there 
are several goals in merging with or acquiring 
another company. Some of the most important 
are related to:
 overcoming legal barriers for entering 

a national market,
 access to resources,
 cheaper work force,
 enforcing the position on the market,
 lowering competition, etc.

Mergers and acquisitions are complex 
processes that, as shown earlier, need to be 
very well understood and planned in order to 
be successful. From here comes the need 
for continuous knowledge about the fi eld’s 
literature. However, the fi eld’s literature is wide 

and a lot of time would be needed for consulting 
all the information on the market. As shown in 
the Statistics part, when checking the Web of 
Knowledge platform, more than 200 articles 
were found with the specifi c subject of mergers 
and acquisitions only in 2014. To ease the work 
of researchers and practitioners in the fi eld, 
the goal of this article is to present the latest 
trends in the study of mergers and acquisitions 
through a brief literature review of the papers 
published in 2014. This comes to complete the 
work of others who reviewed the mergers and 
acquisitions literature for different periods of 
time. In this respect it is noteworthy to mention 
the work of [10] who point out the evolution of 
the subjects treated by authors in the fi eld’s 
literature. Additionally, they present the most 
cited papers in order to show newcomers in 
this fi eld of mergers and acquisitions research 
where to start from.

Our study is an update of such papers, 
allowing for an easier approach of the latest 
trends in mergers and acquisitions and their 
study.

The following part presents the methodology 
used.

We then present some statistics related to 
the articles published on the subject of mergers 
and acquisitions in 2014, based on what we 
found on the Web of Knowledge application. We 
point out that most of these studies are related 
to developed economies such as the USA, the 
UK, Germany or China. On the 2010–2014 
ranking the fi rst two developing countries that 
appear in the ranking are South Korea on the 
12th place and Romania on the 18th. For the 2014 
ranking South Korea is on the 13th place and 
Chile on the 20th. Consequently, we emphasize 
the need for more studies on mergers and 
acquisitions related to developing economies. 
In both cases, most of the researches in this 
fi eld were published in Journal of Corporate 
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Finance. Other features are assessed and 
presented in this part.

Some of the most important ideas found 
in the fi eld’s literature are then reviewed, 
summarized and briefl y described in order to 
help researchers in the process of literature 
review. The emphasis is put on the banking 
sector as from this started the 2008 fi nancial 
crisis and it is the most common in the latest 
fi eld’s literature.

Conclusions are drawn from our analysis 
and the most important directions in the study 
of mergers and acquisitions are emphasized.

1. Methodology
To achieve our goal we have accessed the 
Web of Knowledge database and considered 
all published works that satisfi ed the searching 
key “merger* and acquisition*”. These works 
were related to the economic fi eld. However, 
as we speak about latest trends in the domain, 
we have fi ltered the results based on the year 
of publication, taking into consideration papers 
published in 2014.

The fi nal sample is made up of 206 scientifi c 
researches that dealt with the issue of mergers 
and acquisitions in 2014 and were already 
available in the Web of Knowledge database at the 
time of our research. The fi nal date for consulting 
the database was November, 20th, 2014.

First of all, we have descriptively analyzed 
the papers using the database’s analyzing 
results option. Then we have proceeded 
in reading the papers and grouping them 
according to their main subject, in order to be 
able to construct a good quality review related 
to the latest trends in the fi eld. 

Additionally, we have also run a result 
analysis for the articles that satisfi ed our 
searching key, but for the 2010–2014 period. 
The reason is that 2010 is the year when the 
analysis in the study of [10] stops and we 
wanted to see what happened afterwards. In 
this part of the analysis were evaluated 1595 
records.

Several hypotheses were constructed at the 
beginning of our analysis:

H1: Most of the studies in this fi eld are 
related to the developed countries.
This hypothesis comes from the fact that the 
major part of the research in any fi eld is related 
to developed countries, as they have the 
necessary tools for research and development. 

Additionally, companies with the head quarter in 
developed countries are the ones that acquire.

H2: The major part of the studies that deal 
with mergers and acquisitions are published 
in Management journals, or belong to the 
Management category.
This assumption comes from the fact that the 
managerial group of a company is the one to 
plan a merger or an acquisition and to conduct 
such a process, both a priori and post operation, 
including all the negotiation discussions. 
Managers are appointed by shareholders to 
represent their interest – profi t.

However, papers of this kind can also belong 
to the category of corporation studies, as these 
are the ones that appeal to such operations.

H3: An important part of the sample deals 
with cross-border investigations.
We base this hypothesis on the fact that cross-
border mergers and acquisitions are much 
more important than the domestic ones, as their 
impact internationally is more intense.

We also expect a lot of studies published 
lately to deal with:
 new ways of assessing the merger and 

acquisition process,
 the Euro Area crisis and its impact upon the 

merger and acquisition market,
 assessment of this issue in the banking 

sector, as this was the most affected by the 
bankruptcy of the Lehman Brothers Bank in 
the USA, and so on.
The reason for choosing the Web of 

Knowledge database is that it is the most 
important one internationally. The best journals 
and the best publishing houses have their 
papers gathered in this database. We have built 
our study on the presumption that, who is not in 
the Web of Knowledge, does not exist.

2.  Describing the Features of the 
Analyzed Sample

In 2014, up to the moment of our analysis, 206 
studies satisfi ed the searching key “merger* 
and acquisition*”. In order to understand the 
trends, we have chosen fi rst to evaluate these 
studies using the “Analyze results” option of the 
Web of Knowledge database.

Based on these results, the fi rst assumption 
is correct – almost all the studies in this group 
are related to the developed countries. The 
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absolute supremacy belongs to the USA, 
to which are related 90 of the 206 studies, 
representing almost 44% of the sample. At an 
extremely high difference comes the United 
Kingdom, placed the second in the ranking, with 
a share of 13.1% (27 studies). Germany is on 
the third place, with 21 papers (10.2% of the 
sample). The rest of the countries have relative 
frequencies lower than 8%. Among them are: 
the Netherlands, Canada, France, China, 
Italy, Japan, and so on. This is an important 
aspect emphasized by this research – studies 
assessing the issue of mergers and acquisitions 
in the developing countries are scarce. This is 
a negative point in the study of such processes 
as, usually, one of the parts is located in such 
an economy. Thusly, more efforts should be 

directed towards evaluating features of mergers 
and acquisitions in the developing countries. 
An important matter is that these countries 
may be characterized by legal, social or 
economic instability, which change the typical 
development of such a process.

More than half of the sample (127 studies, 
representing 61.7%) were studies published in 
the fi eld of Economics. Thusly, from the point of 
view of the category, hypothesis 2 is rejected. 
Studies published in the Management category 
come only on the third place as a share, after 
the ones in Business Finance, as presented in 
Fig 1. If the category of Operations Research 
Management Science is added to Management, 
it comes on the second place, with a share of 
around 38% in the volume of the sample.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted when assessing 
the type of journal. Most of the researches in this 
fi eld where published in 2014 in management 
journals or in the ones related to corporations or 
competitiveness. Differences in this respect are 
not that signifi cant as in the case of the other 
characteristics analyzed. Most of the studies, 9, 
appeared in the Journal of Corporate Finance. 
Then comes Journal of Competition Law and 
Economics (8 papers). On the third place are 
fi ve journals, each of them with 6 articles on this 
subject. These are:

 Strategic Management Journal,
 Review of Industrial Organization,
 Journal of Financial Economics,
 Journal of Finance,
 Journal of Banking and Finance.

They are followed by other management 
journals.

Hassan I. is the author with the most papers 
on mergers and acquisitions published in 2014.

As the study of [10] stopped in 2010, we 
also present a brief statistical description for 
the period 2010–2014. Out of the 1595 papers 

Fig. 1: Bar chart of the most important categories to which the studies belong

Source: own construction based on Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge data
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satisfying our searching criteria, 25% were 
published in 2011. Fig. 2 shows that there are 
not important differences, except for 2014. This 

could come from the fact that, at the moment of 
the analysis, not all journals had their last issue 
published.

However, except for 2011, one can see 
an approximately constant number of articles 
published on this matter from 2010 towards 
present.

In what regards the country to which the 
paper is related, nothing changes for the fi rst 
two ranks. The USA is on the fi rst place for the 
entire period, too. Almost 40% of the sample 
is related to this country. The United Kingdom 
comes the second, again, with a very low 
share in respect to the USA (almost 11%). 
Germany comes on the fourth place, being 
replaced by China on the third. We present the 
fi rst 10 countries in Fig. 3. It can be seen that 
the fi rst working hypothesis is also accepted 
for the 2010–2014 period. It is noteworthy to 
emphasize that there are 26 papers evaluating 
this issue in relation to Romania (it ranks 18th). 

Only South Korea is to be found in more studies 
(42). All other developing economies are far 
lower in the ranking. For example Greece, 
which was extremely intensely affected by the 
global economic crises is to be found only on 
the 25th place, with 19 studies in this fi eld.

Most of the studies were published by 
Weber Y. and Tarba S.Y. (each one with 10 
papers in this fi eld in the analyzed period).

Journal of Corporate Finance is in the top 
of the ranking, again, with 49 articles. This 
time, between it and the Journal of Competition 
Law and Economics (46 papers) is placed the 
Review of Industrial Organization (48).

In what regards the category, Management 
and Business Finance switch places, with 595 
and 480 studies, respectively. The fi rst remains 
the Economics category.

Fig. 2:
Structure of the studies published on mergers and acquisitions based 

on the year of publication

Source: own construction based on Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge data
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3.  The 2014 Trends in the Study of 
Mergers and Acquisitions

Subsequent to reviewing the whole sample, 
we grouped the studies based on their main 
subject. In the following we briefl y present some 
of the most important of our fi ndings.

After evaluating the 2014 papers, we can 
conclude that the third working hypothesis 
is accepted. Most of the studies assess this 
issue from the point of view of cross-border 
transactions. A possible explanation is the fact 
that international transactions are of a much 
more interest than the domestic ones. Inside 
country mergers and acquisitions are of more 
interest only for the national actors on that 
market. Consequently, in order to be published 
and cited, authors seek to choose subjects that 
are of international, global relevance. When 
looking for the “cross-border” expression in the 
sample analyzed, more than 30 researches were 
found. This represents about 15% of the studies 
reviewed. However, much more of them really 
assess this issue from an international point of 
view. Few are the articles or other papers that 
have the subject related to domestic mergers 
and acquisitions. Among them we found, for 
example, the study of [25] that speaks about the 
problem of local governments’ consolidation in 

Japan. The article points out that governments 
receiving larger sums of money from the center 
are not likely to merge. Other examples of this 
type are related to the US newspaper market 
[16], the US banking sector [8] and so on. We 
have also found an example from a European 
country – the Netherlands. [4] study the spatial 
clustering process that appeared due to 
mergers and acquisitions in the Dutch banking 
sector. They analyze a very long period of time, 
from 1850 to 1993.

The fi eld’s literature also speaks about 
merger waves and their characteristics. This 
theory is to be found in relation to different 
sectors. For example, [31] estimate a model for 
the US banking sector for a large period (1987 
to 2013) in order to test the theory of merger 
waves and fi nd the causes for such waves. 
They emphasize that these are directly related 
to stock market booms. Merger waves are also 
assessed from the point of view of connections 
and linkages between industries. The infl uence 
of the development of the insurance market 
upon the hospital merger wave in the 1990s 
is evaluated by [30]. Waves of consolidation 
are also assessed in the insurance sector 
alone (see, for example, [34]). Mergers and 
acquisitions are expected to happen in order 

Fig. 3: The top 10 countries to which studies are related for the 2010–2014 period

Source: own construction based on Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge data
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to restructure and consolidate the European 
insurance sector after the harmonized Solvency 
II framework that is about to be put into practice.

An important study comes to emphasize 
the growing signifi cance of companies from 
emerging economies in the M&A process 
([29]). They point out that an important feature 
of the present M&A wave is the infl uence of 
employees on the results of the process. These 
results were obtained through a laboratory 
experiment and, beside the growing importance 
of the companies’ size, they also emphasize 
the increasing weight of the cultural issues in 
the mergers and acquisitions. Other studies 
come to point out the growing importance 
of cultural-based strategies. This is a trend 
in the study of corporate governance. A well 
developed cultural strategy increases the post 
acquisition performance and effi ciency [21]. 
Additionally, [36] stress the need for considering 
cultural differences when constructing the M&A 
strategies. The performance of mergers and 
acquisitions cannot be anymore explained in 
a simple manner. Another aspect treated by 
this study is the importance of the managerial 
team upon the M&A effi ciency. [2] also assess 
cultural issues. Their result is that M&A success 
is directly related to cultural fi t. A new approach 
is introduced by [12] – learning by observing. 
They show that culturally different companies 
can merge or be involved in an acquisition 
process in a more effi cient way by studying the 
problems encountered by their predecessors 
on a specifi c market. Problems related to spatial 
and cultural distance are also present in other 
newly published studies (see, for example, [24]).

An increasing importance is given 
nowadays to the evaluation of intermediaries 
in the mergers and acquisition processes. The 
most frequently of such groups treated in the 
latest literature are:
 Managers,
 Accountants and auditors,
 Financial advisors.

Their role is very important as what 
fi nally counts is the performance of the M&A 
process and the gains that this process brings 
to shareholders. Performance, in general, is 
assessed in relation to board features (see, for 
example [28]). The latest studies also evaluate 
the performance of the M&As in relation to the 
managers’ characteristics. For example, [17] 
investigate the infl uence of CEOs experience 
upon the M&A performance. They conclude 

that fi rms with former investment directors in the 
managerial team have a higher propensity to 
acquire and are more effi cient in this process. On 
the contrary, more traditionalist companies, with 
conservative managers are, are less likely to get 
involved in M&A operations [19]. This statement is 
true, even though CEOs in the acquirer company 
are more likely to have increased compensations 
after the acquisition [18].

Financial advisors are also very important, 
especially when they have experience in 
the target country, while the acquirer does 
not. Studies such as the one of [13] confi rm 
the certifi cation hypothesis in the choice of 
consultants for cross-border M&A.

Traditional companies as mentioned 
before also have conservative accounting 
approaches. Consequently, more traditional 
fi rms from the accounting point of view are 
much more reluctant towards mergers and 
acquisitions. Post merger accounting issues 
are also discussed in the newest literature. [6] 
emphasizes the difference between pre and 
post transaction values of assets and evaluates 
the diversifi cation discount. It is interesting 
to see how the whole process of accounting 
standardization based on the IFRS has affected 
M&A performance. [5] state that the merger 
premium has decreased due to international 
harmonization of reporting standards.

Beside accountants, auditors also play 
a key role in the M&A process. This aspect is 
brought into light by [23] who show a signifi cant 
decrease in the costs the acquirer has to bear 
when a Big N auditor is auditing its target 
company. But due to increased market power 
and to the Big N theory, the auditing market is 
also subjected to M&As. The impact of them 
is assessed in the fi eld’s literature. Studies on 
this subject reject the hypothesis of market 
concentration upon auditing fees [22]; [9].

3.1 The Banking Sector
The banking sector is highly assessed in 
mergers and acquisitions problems. Out of the 
206 papers in the sample, 23 deal specifi cally 
with this sector. Consequently, more than 10% 
of the sample is related to the banking sector. 
It is no wonder that the Journal of banking and 
Finance is among the top in the ranking based 
on the number of articles published on the 
subject of mergers and acquisitions.

In this group of papers appear more mergers 
and acquisitions related theories. There are 
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several theories related to the size of the banks 
involved, to the size of the banking sector and 
to changes that appear on the market once with 
the consolidation through M&A. We restate the 
paper of [31] that comes with an interesting 
theory – “too big to merge?”.

Related to it is another study that tests the 
idea of “too big to succeed” [27]. The authors 
of this study use a sample of Japanese 
bank mergers to test the effect of sectorial 
consolidation upon fi nancial performance. It 
is true that the consolidation process brings 
along more market power, by the profi t and cost 
effi ciency are very little affected. This effect is 
more intense when mergers and acquisitions of 
banks are the result of governmental infl uences 
in post crisis economies. In opposition, [33] 
show that public banks perform more badly 
then private ones only when they are forced 
to purchase other banks with major problems. 
Otherwise, after mergers or acquisitions with 
normal banks that have insignifi cant problems 
or no problems at all, they have the same 
results as the private banks.

The issue of crises appears in other studies 
related to M&A in the banking sector, too. For 
example, the fi nancial crisis at the beginning 
of the Millennium caused a concentration of 
the Turkish banking sector (due to liquidations 
and M&As) and the development towards 
a monopolistic market [37], [32]. On the contrary, 
the consolidation of the Spanish banking sector 
after the 2008 fi nancial crisis had little impact 
upon costs for the clients [26]. [7] explain that 
the resemblance between the Euro Area and 
the Latin America crises and the difference 
from the Asian one is due to the fact that one of 
the most important aspects was attaching much 
more weight to bank mergers than to labor force 
mobility as adjustment mechanism. A novelty 
in this fi eld is the study of [3] that develops 
and early-warning model for the prediction of 
problems in the European banking sector using 
both micro and macro-level data. The analysis 
is run on the data of the present fi nancial crisis.

In contrast with the fi rst two theories 
presented above comes the “too big to fail” 
approach. This theory is found not only in the 
banking sector, but also in insurance and others 
[11]. [11] study this effect on the US market for 
the 2001–2011 period and show that there is not 
clear evidence of it, but that the characteristics 
of the acquirer are, however, important. These 
characteristics are associated with different 

risks that can appear in the M&A process and 
after it.

Another hypothesis is to be found in the 
fi eld’s literature lately is the “concentration-
fragility” one. In [38] it is tested along with the 
systemic risk and confi rmed based on a sample 
of domestic and cross-border mergers.

The level of concentration and consolidation 
is also of interest from the point of view of 
evaluating it. That is why [14] constructed indexes 
to measure the level of market concentration in 
the banking sector. These indexes could also 
be transposed in other sectors, too. They also 
evaluate the infl uence of market concentration 
upon the corporate cash holdings.

The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is 
respecifi ed by [15] in the form of an inverse 
DEA to assess the efforts that the acquirer or 
a merger has to make in order to reach a certain 
level of effi ciency of the process.

There are other studies that evaluate the pre 
and post M&A situation. For example, [1] show 
that, as pre-M&A process equilibrium is altered, 
effects are different for the parties involved in the 
process, the economic sector and households. 
A merger in the banking sector facilitates 
access to credit for companies, but reduces 
it for households. [35] study these aspects on 
the Malaysian banking market. Their results are 
consistent with the fact that the acquirer is more 
productive in respect to its targets, thing that 
insures its position in the negotiation process. 
Effi ciency of bank mergers in Taiwan is also 
given by shareholders [20]. The dynamism of 
such processes is investigated and persistent 
and intertemporal effects evaluated.

Conclusions
The goal of our study was to present the latest 
trends in the study of mergers and acquisitions. 
Analyzing descriptively the studies published 
in 2014, in particular, and the ones published 
in the period 2010–2014 in general, we have 
pointed out that a signifi cant majority of them 
are related to developed countries. This is 
extremely important, as, usually, one of the 
parts in a merger or acquisition process is 
located in a developing country. Consequently, 
there is an important need in the fi eld’s 
literature to assess this issue from the point 
of view of the less developed part. Almost all 
researches do this from the point of view of 
the more developed, more powerful partner in 
the process. Researchers have to bear in mind 
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the fact that different countries have different 
characteristics. What is suitable for one of them 
may not be the best for another. There are many 
examples in Economics that not all results for 
developed countries can be 100% transposed 
to the developing ones. For example, the 
relation described by the Phillips curve is not 
valid for many developing countries.

Changes in the approach would also be 
benefi c for companies that want to extend to 
developing economies. In this way they would 
have a better possibility to inform about the 
features of a certain national market and then 
plan their actions according to them.

Additionally, most of the researches deal 
with cross-border issues related to mergers and 
acquisitions, including fi nancial intermediaries 
that could get involved in such processes. 
We think that domestic evaluation of mergers 
and acquisitions should be encouraged, as 
specifi cities of local markets could be found out 
of such investigations.

Merger waves and the banking sector occupy 
an important part of the literature assessing 
mergers and acquisitions. For each of the two, we 
pointed out the latest approaches and studies. 
For example, we emphasize the appearance of 
new indexes that evaluate M&A effi ciency or the 
level of consolidation of a market.

The role of intermediaries in M&A processes 
is also more and more assessed. And here we 
speak about accountants, auditors or fi nancial 
advisors.

After reviewing the latest trends in the study 
of mergers and acquisitions based on the most 
recently published papers we suggest potential 
authors to start approaching other sectors than 
the banking one, too. This because each sector 
has its own specifi cities that may be extremely 
different, but also extremely important.

Due to the limits of such a paper, we do not 
consider our study exhaustive. Complements to 
it can be brought and are highly encouraged.
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Abstract

RECENT TRENDS IN THE STUDY OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

Sorin Adrian Achim

Mergers and acquisitions are important operations that happen nowadays. The goal of such 
processes is to “conquer” new markets and benefi t from their resources (natural or human), or 
to lower competition (by acquiring a competitor or merging with it). More and more studies are 
written on this subject, thing that makes people interested in it have a diffi cult job in staying up to 
date. That is why the present research had as a goal to evaluate and summarize the latest trends 
in the study of this subject. Based on our goal we have conducted an extended analysis on the 
studies published in 2014 in this fi eld. Additionally, we have also descriptively analyzed the period 
2010–2014. For this, we have presumed that the most important research is to be found in the ISI-
Thomson Web of Knowledge. We point out the lack on such literature on the developing countries, 
as most of these studies are related to the developed ones, such as the USA, the UK, China or 
Germany. The major part of them is published in the Journal of Corporate Finance. The second 
part of the article comes to emphasize the most important ideas that are to be found in the 2014 
fi eld’s literature. Many of the studies are related to the banking sector. Additionally, we found new 
indexes created to evaluate the M&A performance or the concentration degree of the market due 
to and after M&A operations. There are papers that assess different theories, such as the merger 
waves theory, the concentration-fragility hypothesis, the too-big-to-merge, too-big-to-succeed or, 
too-big-to-fail theories and so on.
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